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Definition 

Why necessary?

What can we do to increase the number of 
exchange students among NEA countries?

For what? 
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1. Language Barrier

こんにちは
안녕하세요

你好

Сайн уу

哈囉

● directly affects the life 

● influences the 
relationship with our 
classmates
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Solution for Language Barrier

● Enhance the entire English-teaching system

For the government:
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Solution for Language Barrier

● Increase the number of English courses in university

● Developing human resources

● Compulsory credits of language

For the university:
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Solution for Language Barrier
For the student:

Language school Simultaneous 
Translation App

Talk GroupLanguage Buddy 7



Further Concern for Language Barrier
● Deficiency in Language learning 

○ Take long time to cultivate 

○ Not practical 

○ Language school cannot be the good actor for learning 
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2. Financial Barriers
- Cost of living 

- University`s credit cost

- Difficult finding part-time job 

- Inadequate financial aids
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Solution

1. Increase the chance of scholarship

What we already have

・Campus Asia Program

・Scholarship provided 
   by each unv

・Educational Loan

What we need

・ The reward-oriented scholarship

・More chances in other universities
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Solution
2. Support mandatory costs
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Solution
3. Internship work with Non-Governmental 
organizations 
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Solution
4. NEA foundation by non-governmental 
organization
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Further Concerns

Who is the sponsor?
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3. Lack of interaction in online courses

✖ Concentration

✖ Physical 
Communication

✖ Experience Culture
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Solution
Student Side

・Share social media account 

・Hold a club activities  (Club, movienight, SRT mid-event)

・Online Buddy Program
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Solution
Teacher Side

Icons made by geotatah from flaticon.com
Icons made by Prosymbols from flaticon.com
Icons made by Freepik from flaticon.com
Icons made by Icongeek26 from flaticon.com

Separate students 
into small groups Group report Interaction

course Study group
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Further Concern

Still, online communication 
has limitations….
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Further Concern
Lack of interaction in online meetings

- Different from physical conversation

- Difficulty of smooth communication

- Speech overlap

- Time lag

- Internet connection issues

- Misunderstanding with language barriers
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4.Transfer of credits
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Problems
Difficulty of transferring credits back to one’s university

- Not all course credits can be transferred

- Direct impact to graduation and job hunting

- Make students hesitant or reluctant

　⇒ Promotion of exchange program: Easier credit transfer
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Current situation

 Most credits are 

not accepted by 

their universities. 

Transferring credits is 

almost impossible. 

Among the partner  

universities,t students 

can transfer their 

credits easily. 
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Solution
Expand the exchange program in Northeast Asia

- Increase partnership universities in NEA

- Promote students to go to NEA countries or regions to study
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Solution
Advantages: Attract more international students for exchange

- Skills and technology needed will improve

- Better access of participants from various universities

- Not only academic

- Embrace talents of individuals

- Enhance skills and knowledge within Northeast Asia
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Solution
How to expand exchange program:

- Expand partnership among universities across borders

- Currently limited: difficult to convert credits
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Further Concern

Credits Transferring
- Differences in willingness to integrate credits with other 

universities

- Some universities offer courses only in their native tongue

- Difference in fields of the research that universities do
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